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Living room. Saw marks on the marble fireplace surround attest to
attempted looting from the period during which the house was vacant.

Front façade of the renovated house.

Flemish Flourish
Former Embassy Converted Back
to Single-Family Residence
by Steven K. Dickens, AIA, LEED AP
Like all cities, Washington has its special streets and
blocks: “Philadelphia Row,” on the 100 block of 11th
Street, SE, with its severely elegant Federal-style row
houses; the 1700 block of Q Street, NW, in Dupont Circle,
with architect T.F. Schneider’s inventive brownstone-style
row houses; the 1400 block of Church Street, NW, in
Logan Circle, with its loft condominiums that combine
older light industrial buildings with modern construction;
Lenore Lane, NW, with its unparalleled assortment of
modernist and postmodernist single-family houses.
Within the broader stretch of Embassy Row, the
south side of Massachusetts Avenue, NW, just west of
Sheridan Circle is particularly notable. Because it is at the
top of a bluff over Rock Creek, for a half-mile there are no
side streets interrupting the elegant lineup of row houses,
small and medium-sized apartment buildings, and
embassies. The majority of the buildings are from the
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Project: Massachusetts Avenue Row House,
Washington, DC
Architects: Barnes Vanze Architects
Interior Designers: Dominion Design Associates
Structural Engineers: Robert Silman Associates
MEP Engineers: Minnicks Heating and Cooling
Kitchen Consultants: Jennifer Gilmer Kitchen & Bath
General Contractor: Glass Construction

early 20th century, built as residences for the haute bourgeoisie (row houses and apartments) or robber-baron
rich (detached houses). The facades are mostly elegant
but somewhat chaste, with concentrations of Georgian
Revival and Beaux-Arts.
In this lineup, the row house at number 2344
stands out. “I don’t know the last time I’ve even seen a
Flemish Revival house, much less worked on one,”

All photos © Anice Hoachlander,
Hoachlander Davis Photography,
except as noted

Front façade
before renovation.
Courtesy of
Barnes Vanze Architects

Restored front entry.
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Interior of the house
before renovation.

Courtesy of Barnes Vanze Architects

noted Matthew W. Fiehn, AIA, LEED AP, of Barnes
Vanze Architects (BVA), who served as project architect
for the renovation/ restoration of the house. The Flemish
flourishes have been returned to their original picturesque
splendor. The stepped gables, windows deep-set in thick
brick walls, and heavy wood doors could be overlooking
a canal in Amsterdam.
The row house was constructed circa 1905 as a family
house, with four stories plus English basement, complete
with an elevator. In 1927, it was purchased by a Mrs. Frank
Cummings Cook for use as a school, which over several
decades grew to over 100 students. In the 1960s, the school
(by then named the Sheridan School, for the nearby circle)
moved to its current facility in the Van Ness neighborhood,
and the row house was sold to the government of Libya
for use as its embassy. This lasted until President Ronald
Reagan’s attack on Libya in 1986, in response to Libyansponsored terrorist acts in Europe, at which point
diplomatic relations between the two countries ceased
for 22 years and the embassy was abandoned.
During the abandonment, there were attempts to
loot architectural elements, as attested by saw marks on
the side of the elaborate marble mantel in the front formal
living room. The roof over the front block of the house
was in decent shape and protected the interior elements
fairly well, but the rear was a different story. It was
verging on structural failure due to years of water
infiltration. The house was, in fact, condemned at one
point, but was never demolished thanks to the efforts
of preservation activists.
“We were true to the old [front] façade in every
way—it was a true restoration,” notes BVA principal
Anthony “Ankie” Barnes, FAIA, LEED AP. Multiple
layers of paint were removed from brick walls, specialty
light fixtures, and wood doors, and other restoration work
on these elements was executed. The crumbling front steps
were replaced. This was all done in accordance with the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of
Historic Properties, a set of very strict requirements
compiled by the U.S. Department of the Interior for toplevel restoration projects. Inside, work to the front rooms
also adhered to the standards.
In the rear, working with Robert Silman Associates
Structural Engineers, the architects stabilized the back of
the house and created a new façade. The original rear of
the house, as with most historic buildings, was completely
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Living room.

Upper-level living space.

View toward bathroom.

Kitchen.
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Living space with wainscoting and exposed beams.

raw and lacked a cohesive architectural composition.
BVA’s design drew from the material palette, the scale,
and detailing of the front façade. In coordination with the
rear façade redesign, BVA also designed a rear garden
with terraces and steps in a classic traditional style.
The architects approached the interiors of the new
rear rooms in a similar manner: they are less formal than
those in the front of the house, but there is a seamlessness
to the house, inside and out. The hints are there for those
in the know, of course. No Edwardian-era row house
would have a breakfast/family room open to the kitchen,
with double glass doors to a convenient and lovely terrace!
But the differences are subtle, and are eminently logical
gestures to bring the house into the 21st century. The
floor plates are large enough so that most of the stories
have both informal and formal living spaces.
The visible surface design work on the house
appears impressively natural, almost obvious at points,
but the results were anything but effortless. A major part
of BVA’s work was integrating the infrastructure—the
wires, pipes, ductwork, beams, etc.—of a modern house
into a historic shell that just didn’t anticipate anything of
the sort. The embassy and school had added layer upon
layer of exposed, surface-mounted infrastructure, according
to architect Fiehn, with virtually no attempt at aesthetic
composition or integration. For the current renovation, every
element had to be closely coordinated and considered.
Where the basics of a space had to be altered, the architects
worked hard to create new elements in harmony with the
traditional architecture. For example, in a few rooms,
ducts just wouldn’t fit and thus ceilings had to be
lowered, so BVA created tray ceilings that match the
rooms’ general character.
As is often the case for architects of luxe residences,
BVA also had a significant role in coordinating the work
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of other designers. Jennifer Gilmer Kitchen and Bath,
Ltd., of Bethesda, did the lavish kitchen—but getting all
the pipes and ducts right and fitting in other elements
was BVA’s responsibility. For example, the back of one
pantry cabinet is cut out to provide headroom for a stair
below. BVA did the architectural and preservation portions
of the interior design, with Dominion Design Associates
of Alexandria responsible for the “finishings.” This type
of design coordination is very exacting work, requiring a
skill set quite different than those projects in which the
architect has sole authorship.
Another significant cook in this architectural kitchen
was the owner. Ankie Barnes notes what a pleasure it
was to work with a “hands-on guy” who was “quite
proactive” about pretty much all elements of the work. In
particular, “He was very resourceful about getting a deal
for fine materials,” notes Barnes. For example, “He heard
that a hotel in New York that was partly renovated had
been resold to a new owner. The new owner had a new
interiors scheme and there were a whole lot of beautiful,
new Waterworks bathtubs going cheap as a result.” The
owner jumped on the opportunity, renting a truck and
driving to New York to obtain the tub that is now the
focal element of the glamorous master bathroom.
The Flemish Revival style was always solely a façade
treatment; the interiors were originally and are still today
of a more general traditional style. But the street façade’s
promise of something distinctive and exciting is not
empty. The house “was planned to be an elegant but very
livable town house,” wrote Ankie Barnes in an email.
“In-town living with elegance, but also for a family that
entertains a lot, including all generations, with style.”
This is an urban house with flourish.

